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Abstract 

The conversion of CO2 into methanol catalyzed by β-Mo2C and Cu/β-Mo2C surfaces has 
been investigated by means of a combined experimental and theoretical study. Experiments 
have shown the direct activation and dissociation of the CO2 molecule on bare β-Mo2C, 
whereas on Cu/β-Mo2C, CO2 must be assisted by hydrogen for its conversion. Methane and 
CO are the main products on the clean surface and methanol production is lower. However, 
the deposition of Cu clusters avoids methane formation and increases methanol production 
even above that corresponding to a model of the technical catalyst. DFT calculations on 
surface models of both possible C- and Mo-terminations, corroborate the experimental 
observations. Calculations for the clean Mo-terminated surface reveal the existence of two 
possible routes for methane production (C + 4H → CH4; CH3O + 3H → CH4 + H2O) 
which are competitive with methanol synthesis, displaying slightly lower energy barriers. 
On the other hand, a model for Cu deposited clusters on the Mo- terminated surface points 
towards a new route for methanol and CO production avoiding methane formation. The 
new route is a direct consequence of the generation of a Mo2C-Cu interface. The present 
experimental and theoretical results entail the interesting catalytic properties of Mo2C as an 
active support of metallic nanoparticles, and also illustrate how the deposition of a metal 
can drastically change the activity and selectivity of a carbide substrate for CO2 
hydrogenation.  
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I. Introduction 

Carbon dioxide (CO2) is one of the major pollutants in the atmosphere produced as 

a consequence of the combustion of fossil fuels in industrial processes, vehicles and 

household operations.1,2 Over the years, it has become clear that transition metal carbides 

(TMC) can be quite useful for the transformation of CO2 into CO, methanol, methane and 

other hydrocarbons.3-9 They can be used as supports for the dispersion of metals or as 

catalysts on their own.3,5-7,10  As substrates, TMC can enhance the reactivity of a supported 

metal through strong metal-support interactions.3,11   

The metal/carbon ratio in a carbide can have a strong effect in the reactivity of the 

system towards CO2.12,13 Carbides with metal/carbon ratio of one usually adsorb CO2 

without cleaving the C-O bonds in the molecule.12,14 For example, on the TiC(001) and δ-

MoC(001) surfaces, theoretical calculations show an activation of the molecule but the 

C-O bonds do not break.12,14  The interaction of the C atom in CO2 and a C atom in the 

carbide surface leads to the formation of a regular C-C bond; there is a net charge transfer 

from the surface to CO2 and the O-C-O bond angle decreases from 180o in gas phase to 

~125o in the TMC surface. Consequently, the adsorbed molecule can be described as a 

carboxylate (CO2
δ-) species.12,14 The dissociation of this species is not spontaneous but C-

O bond cleavage can be induced through reaction with hydrogen and formation of a 

COOH intermediate.15 A higher reactivity towards CO2 has been observed in TMC with a 

metal/carbon ratio close to 2.6,12,13 In the case of the β-Mo2C(001) system, the surface can 

have metal and carbon terminations.12,16,17 In a β-Mo2C(001)-Mo surface, the exposed Mo 

atoms partially dissociate CO2 at low temperature ( < 300 K) and the CO produced also can 

decompose into C and O adatoms by overcoming a relatively small (∼ 1 eV) energy 
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barrier.12,18 Thus, the hydrogenation of CO2 on a Mo-terminated β-Mo2C(001) can produce 

CO, CH4 and CH3OH as reaction products. On the other hand, the C-terminated β-

Mo2C(001) surface is not so reactive towards CO2 decomposition and the CO/CH4/CH3OH 

ratio in the CO2 hydrogenation products is expected to be significantly different from that 

corresponding to the β-Mo2C(001)-Mo surface.12 

In practical terms, it is sometimes desirable to couple the high reactivity of a Mo2C 

substrate with that of metal.10,19 In this article, we study the hydrogenation of CO2 on  

Cu/Mo2C(001) surfaces and Cu/Mo2C powders using a combination of experiment and 

theoretical models. The addition of Cu to a Mo2C substrate produces drastic changes in the 

selectivity of the system towards CH4 and CH3OH. The yield of methanol on a 

Cu/Mo2C(001) surface is substantially larger than on bare Mo2C(001), Cu(111) or a 

Cu/ZnO(000ī) model for an industrial catalyst.  

 

II. Experimental and theoretical methods  

II.1 Sample preparation and tests of catalytic activity 

We investigated the performance of Cu/Mo2C(001) surfaces and Cu/Mo2C powders 

for the hydrogenation of CO2. The experimental data for the Cu/Mo2C(001) surfaces were 

collected in a set-up that combined an ultra-high vacuum (UHV) chamber for surface 

characterization and a micro-reactor for catalytic tests.12,14,15 The UHV chamber was 

equipped with instrumentation for X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), low-energy 

electron diffraction (LEED), ion-scattering spectroscopy (ISS), and thermal-desorption 

mass spectroscopy (TDS).12,14,15  

Ion bombardment and subsequent annealing at 1000 K were used to clean and 
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prepare the β-Mo2C(001) surface.16 Images of scanning tunneling microscopy indicate that, 

under these conditions, this surface has the expected bulk-terminated (1×1) orthorhombic 

periodicity,16 with two or three rotationally misaligned orthorhombic domains. The surface 

may contain regions with Mo or C termination. Cu was vapor deposited on the Mo2C(001) 

substrate at 300 K.12 In the studies of CO2 hydrogenation, the sample was transferred to the 

reactor at ~300 K, then the reactant gases, 0.049 MPa (0.5 atm) of CO2 and 0.441 MPa (4.5 

atm) of H2, were introduced and the sample was rapidly heated to the reaction temperature 

(500, 525, 550, 575, and 600 K). This set of pressure and temperature conditions is 

identical to those used in previous studies for CO2 hydrogenation on Cu/ZnO(000ī)20 and 

ZnO/Cu(111).21 Product yields	 were analyzed by a gas chromatograph.12,14,15 In our 

experiments data was collected at intervals of 15 min up to a total reaction time of 270 min. 

The amount of molecules (CO, CH4, or CH3OH) produced in the catalytic tests was 

normalized by the active area exposed by the sample and the total reaction time. The 

kinetic experiments were done in the limit of low conversion (< 5%). 

The Cu/Mo2C powder catalysts were prepared following the methodology 

described in refs.22,23 where Cu3(MoO4)2(OH)2 and MoO3 impregnated with 5%wt or 

9%wt of Cu were used as catalyst precursors. These precursors were carburized in a flow 

type fixed bed micro-reactor at elevated temperatures (500 to 950 K ramp) using a gas 

mixture of 10% methane and 90% hydrogen.23 X-ray diffraction characterization showed 

only the expected lines for Cu and β-Mo2C.22,23 Using the Scherrer equation and the main 

diffraction peak for copper, we estimate average copper particle sizes of < 2 nm for the 

sample with 5% wt Cu loading, 3.1 nm for the sample with 9%wt Cu loading and 9.3 nm 

for the sample with 48%wt Cu loading {Cu3(MoO4)2(OH)2 precursor}. Measurements of 
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XPS indicate that the copper was in a metallic state and the C/Mo ratio in the catalysts was 

0.54-0.57, slightly higher than the one expected for stoichiometric Mo2C. Thus, the 

surfaces of the powder catalysts were probably rich in carbon. After the synthesis of the 

Cu/Mo2C systems, each sample was directly cooled to the temperatures for CO2 

hydrogenation (473, 523 and 573 K) under a flow of hydrogen and then exposed to a 

reaction mixture of 10% Ar / 15% CO2 / 75% H2, at a flow rate of 30 ml/min, and a total 

pressure of 2 MPa.22,23 The effluent gas from the micro-reactor was analyzed by gas 

chromatography and mass spectrometry. Under the H2-rich conditions used in our 

experiments with the powder catalysts  (reaction mixture of 10% Ar / 15% CO2 / 75% H2), 

we did not observe deactivation of the catalysts after 5 h of reaction. Our main objective in 

this set of experiments was to identify changes in activity and selectivity when going from 

Mo2C to Cu/Mo2C powder catalysts. 

II.2 Theoretical methods 

The orthorhombic (001) surfaces of Mo carbides (β-Mo2C(001)-Mo and β-

Mo2C(001)-C) have been represented by appropriate slab models containing four atomic 

layers, the two outermost layers are relaxed and the two bottommost fixed as in the bulk to 

provide the appropriate environment to the surfaces layer; this is often referred to as a 

(2+2) approach. Previous works showed that using thicker slabs leads to structural and 

energetic properties variations below 5%.24 In all models, a vacuum region with a width 

larger than 10 Å is added in the direction perpendicular to the surface to avoid the 

interaction between slabs repeated along the z axis direction.  

In order to properly represent the experimental systems involving Cu nanoparticles 

supported on the Mo2C surfaces several models have been explored as described in recent 
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work.25 For computational convenience, most of the calculations presented in this work 

employ a Cu4 cluster supported on 2×2 unit cell for the Mo- and C-terminated Mo2C(001) 

surfaces. Nevertheless, larger clusters have been considered to ensure that relevant data do 

not depend on the choice of this particular model. For the larger clusters a larger 3×3 

supercell has been employed. Note that, as previously found for CO adsorption on Mo-

terminated β-Mo2C(001) surface,18 the adsorption energy of a reagent, product, or 

intermediate may vary by more than 1 eV when considering a full saturation coverage, due 

mostly to lateral interactions. However, Medford et al. have recently found that there exists 

a linear relationship in between moieties adsorbed on this particular surface, i.e. the degree 

of instability is similar for any moiety. Thus, reaction step endo/exothermicity is expected 

to remain basically unaltered at larger coverages.26 Considering kinetics, note that, in 

general, TMC follow the Brønsted-Evans-Polanyi (BEP) relationships connecting the 

reaction step energy barriers with the degree of exothermicity,27 and this BEP relationship 

has also been found explicitly for the β-Mo2C(001) Mo-terminated surface.26     

The initial geometry of the naked surfaces and the supported catalyst model of Cun 

deposited on Mo carbide has been taken from previous work25 based on periodic DFT 

based calculations within the Perdew-Burke-Erzerhof (PBE) implementation of the 

Generalized Gradient Approach form of the exchange-correlation functional. 28  This 

functional has been found to properly describe Mo carbides24 and provides the best 

compromise in describing the properties of the bulk of the 30 transition metal elements.29,30 

The adsorption of species involved in CO2 hydrogenation and the corresponding sections 

of the potential energy surface have been studied using the same theoretical approach. 

Thus, the valence electron density is expanded in a plane-wave basis set with a cut-off of 
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415 eV for the kinetic energy and the effect caused by the core electrons on the valence 

region is described by the projector augmented wave method of Blöchl,31 as implemented 

by Kresse and Joubert.32 Integration in the reciprocal space was carried out using 5×5×1 

grids of special k-point within the Monkhorst-Pack33 scheme. The electronic relaxation 

was considered converged when the total energy in subsequent iterations varied less than 

10-5 eV. 

Regarding geometry optimization, relaxation of the atomic positions was allowed 

until forces acting on the atoms are always smaller than 0.01 eV Å-1. Transition state 

structures (TS) have been located using the DIMER method.34 Final adsorption minima 

and TS structures have been characterized via frequency analysis. This is carried out by 

construction and diagonalization of the relevant block of the Hessian matrix whose 

elements are calculated by finite difference of analytical gradients using individual 

displacements of 0.03 Å in each cell direction including only elements of the Hessian 

matrix involving the displacement of atoms in adsorbates are considered.  

The adsorption energy, adsE , of an adsorbate X on the naked Mo2C or Cun 

supported on Mo2C surfaces, referred generically as surf, has been calculated according to: 

)( / XsurfsurfXads EEEE +−=  (1) 

where surfXE / is the energy of the adsorbate either on the corresponding surface, surfE  is 

the energy of that surface and XE the energy of the isolated adsorbate. The energy barriers 

have been computed as usual subtracting the TS energy from that of the reactants. Unless 

specified all adsorption energy values and energy barriers have been corrected to account 

for the zero point energy within the harmonic approximation. 
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All periodic DFT based calculations have been carried out using the Vienna Ab 

initio Simulation Package (VASP).35  

III. Results 

III.1 Interaction of CO2 with Cu/Mo2C(001) surfaces 

Previous studies of XPS have shown that CO2 dissociates on β-Mo2C(001) at room 

temperature to produce CO (531.2-531.5 eV binding energy in the O 1s region) and atomic 

O (529.8-530.2 eV binding energy) probably bound to Mo sites.12 The same behavior is 

observed after dosing CO2 to a β-Mo2C(001) surface pre-covered with 0.4 ML of copper, 

Figure 1. The amount of O present on the surface is larger than that seen for CO. It is 

known that CO binds well to β-Mo2C(001).12,18 The trends seen in Figure 1 are probably a 

consequence of the sequential decomposition of CO2: CO2,gas → CO* +  O* ;  CO* → C* 

+ O* where the * superscript is used to indicate an adsorbed species. We estimate that the 

maximum coverage of {O* + CO*} in Figure 1 is close to 0.5 of a monolayer. XPS (Cu 

2p3/2 peak) and Auger (Cu LVV transition) spectra indicated that copper remained in a 

metallic state after dosing the CO2. Thus, the surface of the carbide was partially covered 

by a mixed layer of CO*, O*, and Cu.  

In general, the deposition of Cu on β-Mo2C(001) led to a decrease in the rate of 

CO2 dissociation. Figure 2 displays the variation in the O 1s signal for CO after dosing 

CO2 to β-Mo2C(001) and surfaces pre-covered with 0.4 or 0.8 ML of Cu. The larger the 

coverage of copper present on the carbide surface, the smaller the amount of CO generated 

by the decomposition of CO2. This could be a consequence of two different facts. On the 

one hand, copper does not bind CO well at room temperature under UHV conditions.36-38 
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Thus, any CO deposited on a Cu particle by the reaction CO2,gas → CO* +  O* will desorb 

as is corroborated by theoretical calculations detailed in the following sections. On the 

other hand, as we will discuss in the next section, the data in Figure 2 is consistent with a 

theoretical result which predicts that CO2 binds poorly and does not dissociate 

spontaneously on copper particles deposited on Mo2C(001). The dissociation of C-O bonds 

on copper is thermodynamically favorable only when assisted by hydrogenation of CO2; 

for instance via H* + CO2* → COOH* → HO* + CO* as a possible mechanism. Without 

H*, CO2* can decompose to produce CO only on sites of β-Mo2C(001) not covered  by 

copper.  The oxygen deposited of the carbide surface by the CO2,gas → CO* + O* reaction 

can lead to poisoning.5 In order to prevent this, the hydrogenation of CO2 will be carried 

out under hydrogen rich conditions.  

III.2 Hydrogenation of CO2 on Cu/Mo2C(001) surfaces and Cu/Mo2C powders 

The main products for the hydrogenation of CO2 on a bare β-Mo2C(001) surface 

are CH4, CO, and CH3OH with traces of C2H6, C2H5OH and CH3OCH3.12  The left-side 

panel in Figure 3 displays an Arrhenius plot for the rates of formation of CH4, CO, and 

CH3OH on β-Mo2C(001). The surface always produces a small amount of methanol. At 

temperatures between 500 and 575 K, the yields for CO and CH4 are very close.  As the 

temperature increases, the full decomposition of CO2 to C and its hydrogenation to CH4 

becomes dominant. The deposition of 0.4 ML of Cu on the β-Mo2C(001) surface enhanced 

the total conversion of CO2 by 25-35% and completely altered the selectivity of the CO2 

hydrogenation reaction (right-side panel in Figure 3). The production of methane decreased 

while the generation of CO and CH3OH increased. It is likely that the Cu present on the 

surface blocked the full decomposition of CO2 preventing the poisoning of active sites and 
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the final formation of CH4 since limited amounts of C were available on the surface. The 

DFT based calculations discussed in the next section fully support this interpretation. 

We found that the coverage of copper has a strong influence on the performance of 

the Cu/Mo2C(001) catalysts. Figure 4 displays the rate for the formation of methanol on a 

series of Cu/Mo2C(001) surfaces. At small to medium coverages of Cu there is a constant 

increase in catalytic activity with a maximum seen around 0.4 ML. At this point we also 

observed a maximum in the total conversion of CO2 and the production of CH3OH. These 

trends suggest that the Cu-Mo2C interface and/or particular Cu nanoparticle sizes play a 

key role in the catalysis. This interface has special properties not seen for isolated Cu or 

Mo2C. Figure 5 shows the effects of Cu coverage on the production of methane. The 

pronounced drop in the rate of methane production supports the idea that Cu is probably 

blocking the highly active sites that dissociate CO and hydrogenate C to form CH4. These 

sites are intrinsically associated with the carbide surface. At copper coverages below 0.4 

ML, a Cu-Mo2C interface is generated that still can adsorb well CO2 and transform it into 

CO and methanol. When the copper coverage goes above 0.4 ML, the whole reactivity of 

the catalytic system drops and we found a drastic decrease in the total conversion of CO2 

and in the formation of CO, CH4 and CH3OH. 

Figure 6 compares the rates for the production of methanol at 550 K on Cu(111),20 

bare β-Mo2C(001), a carbide surface with 0.4 ML of copper, ZnO/Cu(111)21 and a 

Cu/ZnO(000ī) system, which is a model for an industrial catalyst for methanol synthesis.20 

It is known that the way in which a Cu/ZnO catalyst is prepared can have a strong impact 

in its activity for methanol synthesis.39 In Figure 6, an improvement in the catalytic activity 

is seen when going from pure Cu(111) to Cu/ZnO(000ī) or ZnO/Cu(111), but by large the 
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best catalyst is Cu/Mo2C(001). The amounts of Cu on ZnO(000ī)20 and β-Mo2C(001) are 

similar, but the Cu-ZnO interface seems to be less efficient than the Cu-Mo2C interface for 

the CO2 → CH3OH conversion. The intrinsic ability of Mo2C to adsorb and dissociate CO2 

probably facilitates the process. 

In order to better connect to systems used in practical catalysis, we also 

investigated the behavior of Cu/Mo2C powder catalysts. With the caveat that a well-

defined β-Mo2C(001) substrate and powder catalysts may exhibit different surface 

structural features, Table I summarizes the product distribution for the hydrogenation of 

CO2 on these systems at temperatures between 473 and 573 K. As in the case of the 

experiments with the single crystal, the main products of the reaction are CO, methane and 

methanol but these catalysts also produced measurable amounts of C2H5OH, CH3OCH3, 

C2H6 and C3H8. So, there is a difference in the nature of the active sites when going from 

the single crystal to the powder systems. In general, the addition of copper to the β-Mo2C 

powder reduces the yield of methane and improves the formation of methanol whereas the 

amount of CO increases very slightly. (Figure 7 and Table I). The best system is a catalyst 

that contains 5%wt of Cu. This catalyst exhibited the highest conversion of CO2 and the 

biggest production of methanol. An increase in the copper coverage from 5%wt to 9%wt or 

48%wt had a negative effect on both properties. The methodology used for the preparation 

of the Cu/Mo2C powder catalysts22.23 probably generates surfaces which are rich in carbon 

with a few active sites for the production of methane or methanol. These active sites are 

blocked or modified by small amounts of copper. The catalytic activity of the Cu/Mo2C 

powders correlate with the copper particle size. The average copper particle sizes 

determined for the Scherrer equation and XRD are < 2 nm for the sample with 5%wt Cu 
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loading, 3.1 nm for the sample with 9%wt Cu loading and 9.3 nm for the sample with 

48%wt Cu loading. Thus, the smaller the Cu particle size, the larger the CO2 conversion 

and methanol production in Table 1. 

III.3 DFT studies for CO2 hydrogenation on Cu/Mo2C(001) surfaces 

In order to corroborate the experimental observations and to determine which 

reaction path is the most probable, we analyzed the adsorption of the different reagents and 

their hydrogenations and dissociations by means of periodic DFT based calculations. 

Figure 8 displays the complex underlying reaction network for this hydrogenation process. 

The many different reaction pathways have been represented using color codes to 

differentiate the different possible products: hydrocarbons –orange–, aldehydes –blue–, 

alcohols –yellow–, acids –green–, and carbonates –brown–. All of these different species 

are interconnected by black and red arrows, which indicate dissociation or hydrogenation 

process, respectively.  

Owing to the fact that the β-Mo2C (001) single crystal surface contains two possible 

terminations ―C or Mo, hereafter referred to as β-C and β-Mo, respectively―, the 

experiments are not able to show the specific role of these different surfaces. Using 

computational models and DFT calculations we are able to clarify the contribution of each 

different termination to CO2 hydrogenation. The next subsections show a detailed 

computational study on clean and Cu supported β-Mo and β-C surfaces, highlight the most 

probable reaction routes for methanol synthesis and provide arguments to rationalize the 

experimental observations. 
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III.3.1 Pristine β-Mo2C (001) Surfaces 

In a first step, CO2 adsorption and subsequent hydrogenation or dissociation has been 

studied on the clean β-Mo and β-C surfaces. In the case of the β-Mo surface, CO2 

dissociation is favored over hydrogenation since the energy barrier for CO2 dissociation is 

only 0.21 eV whereas the first hydrogenation elementary steps is endothermic by at least 

0.25 eV implying an even higher energy barrier. Thereupon, the dominant pathway for the 

majority of CO2* will be dissociation towards CO* –see Figure 9–. The reported12 XPS for 

the O*(1s) binding energy shows that the amount of atomic O on the surface is superior to 

the amount of CO* which strongly suggests that CO* dissociation follows the dissociation 

of CO2*. This interpretation is in agreement with present theoretical results, where the 

CO* dissociation entails an energy barrier of 0.86 eV and it is one of the possible 

elementary steps explaining CH4 formation (C+2H2→CH4) via the hydrocarbons pathway 

(orange) represented on Figure 8. However, one needs to keep in mind that the above 

conclusion regarding CO* formation comes from the β-Mo surface and that CO* is also 

predicted to be formed on the β-C one as discussed below. Moreover, the O* adatom could 

form water or could be strongly adsorbed on the surface, poisoning some reactive sites.  

 On the other hand, CO* could be hydrogenated towards an aldehyde-like 

intermediate (HCO*) since it is thermodynamically more stable than the alcohol-like 

species (COH*) and the energy barrier is lower. Nevertheless, HCO* formation is slightly 

less favorable than CO* dissociation because it involves an energy barrier of 0.99 eV. This 

difference enhances methane production with respect to methanol, but it is not enough to 

fully justify the experimental observations –Figure 3, left panel– where the amount of CH4 

is clearly superior to the amount of methanol. Thus, other reaction paths must be 
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investigated in order to further understand the observed CH4:CH3OH ratio production. 

From Figure 9, it appears that the methoxy intermediate (H3CO*) plays a crucial role. 

Once the HCO* specie is formed, it could be easily hydrogenated towards H3CO* (blue 

pathway). Although the last hydrogenation to CH3OH* implies an energy barrier of 1.28 

eV overcoming an energy barrier of 1.22 eV, H3CO* could dissociate producing the last 

intermediate involved in CH4 production (CH3*+O*). Eventually, the CH3* intermediate 

evolves to methane through a moderate energy barrier (1.05 eV). According to the 

calculated barriers, the productions of methanol and methane are likely comparable, while 

the desorption energies of both species play an important role in tuning the selectivity 

towards methane rather than methanol. Methane desorption occurs readily on the β-Mo 

termination surface40 whereas methanol desorption is less favorable than the reverse 

dehydrogenation to H3CO*, which entails a problematic fact for methanol production, 

favoring the CH4 formation in agreement with the experimental results in the left panel of 

Figure 3. 

Regarding the β-C surface, the present DFT calculations show that it is less reactive 

than the β-Mo one. In fact, CO2, H2,7 and CO adsorptions are less favorable (exhibiting a 

lower exothermicity). Figure 10 portrays the CO2* dissociation –left– and hydrogenation –

right– pathways showing that the β-C surface is a CO* generator because it is able to 

dissociate CO2* towards CO* as in the Mo terminated surface with an energy barrier of 

0.48 eV. However, the formed CO* is hardly further promoted towards dissociation or 

hydrogenation, since the energy barriers are both higher than 1.4 eV. In addition, CO2* 

could be hydrogenated towards carboxylate specie (COOH*) with an energy barrier of 

0.64 eV, although calculations show that this intermediate readily dissociates into CO* and 
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OH* through a small energy barrier of 0.59 eV. Further hydrogenation towards formic acid 

(green pathway) is also discarded since it involves a large energy barrier (>2 eV). On the 

other hand, the atomic oxygen released in the CO2* dissociation step is strongly adsorbed 

on both β-Mo and β-C surfaces. In this sense it is important to point out that O adsorption 

on the β-C surface could entail CO* formation through bonding to C surface atoms as 

predicted by Liu and Rodriguez.41 This possibility could imply a new way for CO 

production and the generation of new Mo terminated surfaces, which catalyze the methanol 

and methane synthesis as we explain above. 

Note that methanol synthesis is not the final point during the reaction, but that the 

oxygen formed during CO formation would hydrogenate together with an extra H2 

molecule to water. The water formation reaction steps are slightly endothermic, and the 

final H2O desorption requires 0.65 eV according to present DFT calculations, thus not 

being a rate limiting step, and so, presence of water is not a reaction inhibitor. Note also by 

passing by that the reaction enthalpy of -0.43 eV is close to the experimental value of ~-0.5 

eV.42,43 

In summary, methanol is produced via CO* hydrogenation on the β-Mo surface, 

although during the synthesis, this route competes at least against two different methane 

production paths, CO* and H3CO* dissociation, which are slightly favorable processes. 

These results, added to the handicap of the methanol desorption energy, explain the limited 

capability of the β-Mo surface to produce methanol since, at the same time, it becomes a 

CH4 generator. Note that at high temperatures this is the main product, even above the 

production of CO, which is formed on both terminations of the β-Mo2C(001) surface.  
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III.3.2 Cu/β-Mo2C (001) surface models 

In a previous study,25 theoretical models of Cu supported clusters were reported 

showing that Cun clusters in contact with β-Mo2C(001) adopt a planar configuration, 

independently of the surface termination. In the present work, the study the mechanism of 

methanol synthesis have been performed using Cu4 cluster models supported on β-

Mo2C(001) with Mo or C termination. The justification for this choice is twofold. On the 

one hand, the Cu4, Cu7, or Cu10 clusters supported on the β-Mo surface exhibit a very 

similar energy profile for CO2 adsorption and dissociation (Figure 11) and, on the other 

hand, the use of larger clusters implies a larger supercell and the overall computational 

resources required are excessive. Moreover, the interaction of CO2 with the supported Cu 

clusters is weak, and subsequently the dissociation energy barrier is much higher than the 

desorption energy (Figure 11), in agreement with the experimental results in Figure 2 

which show that the amount of detected CO* decreases when the Cu coverage increases. 

Indeed, CO2 adsorption energy values –see Table 2– are larger for the clean β-Mo and β-C 

surfaces (-1.38 and -0.61 eV respectively) than on the Cu adclusters (-0.14 and -0.06 eV 

respectively). Thus, as is suggested by experiments, the CO2 conversion on Cu adclusters 

must be assisted by hydrogen implying a different molecular mechanism as well. 

One can properly argue that the Cu4/β-Mo2C surface models provide an 

oversimplified representation of the real systems. Therefore, the main aim of this part is to 

find the main trends. The main goal here is to contribute and to clear up the experimental 

results, such as the selectivity switch between CH4 and CH3OH or the enhancement in the 

reactivity of Cu/β-Mo2C (001) systems with respect to the bare surfaces, taking into 

account that the number of possible reaction pathways and intermediates is excessively 
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large. We will present compelling evidence that this simplified model explain most of the 

experimental observations.  

Next, we describe in detail the results obtained for CO2 hydrogenation on Cu4/β-

Mo2C (001) surfaces. It has been already commented that the Mo terminated surface is 

much more reactive towards CO2 dissociation than the C-terminated one; this tendency 

follows even after Cu deposition. Figure 12 presents two different reaction paths for CO2 

hydrogenation on the Cu4/β-Mo surface model. This figure shows the most probable ways 

for CH3OH (Figure 12a) and CO (Figure 12b) production, chosen from all different 

possibilities screened because they present the lowest energy barriers. Interestingly, these 

energy profiles, including forward and reverse reactions, account for most of the 

experimental observations and strongly suggest that the methanol route (Figure 12a) is 

dominant as explained in detail below. Alternative, less likely, pathways are reported in 

Figure S1 in the supporting information. These include those reported in previous works 

for CO2 hydrogenation using models for Cu as catalyst, either in the form of extended 

surfaces, clusters models, or Cu supported clusters.44-47  

Methanol production, as predicted by the Cu4/β-Mo model, entails the formation of 

a formate species (HCOO*), which is the most stable reaction intermediate. The other 

possible intermediate, the carboxyl species (COOH*) is ~1 eV less stable than HCOO*. 

However, in spite of being thermodynamically less favored it could be formed on the 

interface between Cu and a Mo terminated surface with slightly lower energy barrier than 

HCOO*. Oftentimes, the rate limiting step for methanol synthesis is precisely the 

evolution from HCOO* to H3CO* species.48 Considering that the HCO* intermediate is 

not very stable on Cu clusters and that the HCOO* dissociation barrier is larger than 2.5 
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eV, HCOO* hydrogenation towards dioxymethylene (H2COO*) or formic acid (HCOOH*) 

appears as alternative route where both intermediates evolve to H2CO*, and eventually it 

hydrogenates to CH3OH. Indeed, the present calculations on the Cu4/β-Mo model suggest 

that the route towards CH3OH production implies the H2COO* formation (Figure 12a), in 

agreement with several works on related Cu surfaces.49,50 This assertion follows from the 

DFT calculations showing that H2COO* is more stable than HCOOH* on Cu supported 

clusters (~0.5 eV) and that the HCOO*→HCOOH* process entails an energy barrier of 

1.26 eV (see SI) above the Cu4 supported cluster, implying that HCOOH* does not form 

on the Cu-Mo carbide interface. In addition, despite the fact that the energy barrier leading 

to H2COO* is similar to that leading to HCOOH* on top of Cu4 supported cluster, the 

calculated energy barrier for H2COO* formation at the Cu-Mo2C interface is 0.61 eV 

which under reaction conditions should not be an impediment. Moreover, as is displayed in 

Figure S1, given that HCOOH would be formed, it would rather react back to HCOO* than 

desorb, see below. Indeed, the only exit for HCOO* would be do reverse react towards 

CO2 + H2 through a competitive reaction step energy barrier. Note as well that CO2 + 2H2 

energy level is located below HCOOH, strengthening the thermodynamics of the process. 

Also, would some HCOOH* be formed, it will easily desorb (0.45 eV, Table 2) and hence, 

further hydrogenation towards the H2COOH* intermediate cannot occur. Nevertheless, 

HCOOH* has not been detected in the experiments, not even in trace amounts. Therefore, 

taking into account the available information it can be safely concluded that HCOOH* is 

not a key path as suggested by Taylor et al.51 and that HCOO* hydrogenation leads to a 

H2COO* intermediate as in the pathway schematically shown in Figure 12a.  

The next step towards methanol involves H3CO* formation via H2COO* 
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hydrogenation as already proposed in some kinetic models.52,53 However Grabow and 

Mavrikakis suggest instead that H2COO* dissociates to H2CO* + O* and that H2CO* is 

subsequently hydrogenated to H3CO*.44 Note, however, that H2CO* can either occupy 

sites involving the clean surface or the supported Cu cluster region. For the former, H2CO* 

hydrogenation will follow the reaction pathway discussed above (Figure 9) where methane 

formation is favored with respect to methanol. Here it is worth realizing that the deposition 

of Cu clusters decreases the number of reactive sites for CH4 production on the clean 

region which is in agreement with the experimental results in Figure 5. In this sense, one 

can speculate that methanol formation is enhanced by migration of part of the formed 

H2CO* to the supported Cu cluster where further hydrogenation towards a methoxy 

intermediate would be possible. Above the supported cluster the energy barrier for H3CO* 

dissociation into CH3* and O* is higher than 2 eV whilst hydrogenation of H3CO* to 

CH3OH* is of only 1.23 eV ⎯ virtually, the same energy barrier as for H3CO* 

hydrogenation on a clean β-Mo surface. Hydrogenation of H3CO* to methanol is favored 

with respect to dissociation eventually leading to CH4 which, again, is in agreement with 

the experimental observations. Furthermore, the CH3OH* desorption on Cu4 clusters is a 

favorable process, contrary to CH3OH* desorption on naked regions. The results discussed 

above probably contain one of the keys to explain the selectivity switch between methane 

and methanol detected on the experiments –see Figure 3, right panel.  

We devote now our attention to the CO production pathway which is less likely 

because of the competition between forward and reverse steps. Here COOH* is the key 

intermediate (Figure 12b) since dissociation into CO* and OH* is extremely favorable 

involving an energy barrier of only 0.19 eV. Note that CO* hydrogenation or dissociation 
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on Cu4 supported clusters are prohibitive steps involving energy barriers higher than 2 eV. 

Therefore, the supported Cu clusters avoid CO dissociation and the subsequent reaction 

towards CH4 (orange way) which adds one more  justification to the selectivity switch 

from CH4 to CH3OH production on Cu/Mo2C relative to Mo2C as shown in the 

experiments.   

Regarding Cu clusters supported on β-C, where the Cu4 deposition is slightly 

favorable respect β-Mo,25 CO2 direct decomposition is not favored and hydrogenation 

towards a HCOO* intermediate seems to be more likely. Nevertheless, contrary to the β-

Mo surface, a H2COO* species has not been found in the calculations since all attempts 

lead to HCOOH* formation with an energy barrier of 1.31 eV and with an adsorption 

energy slightly stronger than that calculated for the Cu4/β-Mo models (Table 2). Moreover, 

HCOOH* hydrogenation to H2COOH* competes with HCOOH* desorption. The low 

desorption energy of formic acid together to the absence this product in the experiments 

strongly suggest that this route can be discarded for the Cu4/β-C model. Furthermore, the 

studies carried out on the interface do not show an improvement respect to a clean region 

surface. In fact, the CO2 dissociation on C atoms in the neighborhood of a Cu cluster 

presents an energy barrier slightly superior (0.69 eV) respect to a clean region in the 

surface. On the other hand, the role of the Cu4/β-C surface in the catalytic process could be 

similar to that of a clean region; despite of the Cu deposition, CO* formation from the 

bonding between an O* adatom and a C surface atom is not affected. Therefore, the CO 

produced could desorb, leading to a Mo layer-Cu cluster interaction, which could entail the 

same reactivity explained above. 
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Conclusions 

Here, a combined experimental and theoretical study has been presented regarding 

CO2 hydrogenation on the bare orthorhombic (001) surfaces of Mo2C, including the two 

possible terminations on Mo or C atoms, and on Cu clusters supported thereon.  

Experiments carried out for the clean surface involve simultaneously the Mo- and 

C-terminated surfaces; results show that CO2 is activated and dissociated, leading to CH4 

and CO as main products but also to a noticeable amount of CH3OH. Periodic DFT 

calculations clearly show that CH3OH, CH4, and CO formation takes place on the Mo-

terminated surface via CO2 dissociation. Furthermore, the different selectivity towards CH4 

and CH3OH is explained since methanol production (via CO* hydrogenation) competes 

with, at least, two different reaction pathways leading to methane formation (CO* and 

H3CO* dissociation) which are slightly more favorable, thus explaining the origin of the 

experimental results. Besides, CH3OH* desorption is unfavorable since dehydrogenation 

implies a smaller energy barrier. On the other hand, DFT calculations show that the C-

terminated surface acts as a CO generator through three main routes: direct CO2 

dissociation, through CO2* hydrogenation to COOH* and subsequent dissociation into 

CO* and OH* and through reaction between O* and surface C atoms which in turn 

increases the area of the Mo-terminated surface.  

For the Cu/Mo2C systems, the experimental results show that, relative to the bare 

Mo2C surfaces, CO2 conversion increases by about 25-35%. Furthermore, experimental 

observations reveal a selectivity switch between CH3OH and CH4, a decrease of methane 

and an increase in the amount of methanol. This is interpreted in terms of Cu blocking the 

most reactive surface sites involved in CH4 production. Periodic DFT calculations carried 
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out on a Cu4/Mo2C model disclosed some of the reasons behind this change of selectivity. 

First, the DFT calculations suggest a possible new route for methanol production involving 

the formation of a HCOO* intermediate which is subsequently hydrogenated to H2COO* 

at the interface formed by Mo carbide and Cu supported cluster and ultimately leading to 

CH3O* and to CH3OH. Besides, on the supported Cu surface model, methoxy dissociation, 

necessary to produce methane, is not favorable whereas methanol desorption is a favorable 

process, justifying the selectivity switch observed in the experiments. Also, the DFT 

calculations predict that the supported Cu clusters are not able to dissociate CO*, 

eventually produced through COOH* dissociation, thus explaining the observation that 

under Cu deposition on Mo2C, the amount of methane decreases. 

In summary, deposition of Cu on Mo2C results in an increase in the CO2 conversion 

under the presence of H2 and also in an increase of CH3OH and a decrease of CH4. 

Experiments carried out on Cu/Mo2C(001) well defined systems and on Cu/Mo2C powders 

complemented by periodic DFT calculations on suitable models have determined the 

different roles of the supported Cu cluster on CO2 hydrogenation. These are i) to block the 

clean region sites for CH4 production, ii) to generate a new route for CH3OH production 

involving sites at the Cu-Mo2C interface, increasing selectivity towards methanol iii) to 

hinder CO* and H3CO* dissociation thus leading to a decrease of CH4 and iv) to favor the 

CH3OH desorption.  
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Table 1.  CO2 Hydrogenation over β-Mo2C and Cu/β-Mo2C powder catalysts a 
Catalyst Temp. CO2 

cconver 

conv. 

Selectivity (%) 

 (K) conv(%) CO CH3OH C2H5OH CH3OCH3 CH4 C2H6 C3H8 Others 

β-Mo2C 473 6 39 21 1 2 29 5 2 1 

 523 17 34 12 0 1 37 9 4 3 

 573 24 28 4 0 0 45 13 9 1 

 

 

          

Cu/Mo2C 473 9 41 42 1 1 11 1 1 2 

(5%wt Cu) 523 21 38 31 1 2 20 3 2 3 

 573 28 35 26 0 1 27 5 4 2 

            

Cu/Mo2C 473 7 42 37 1 1 15 1 1 2 

(9%wt Cu) 523 19 38 26 2 1 25 3 3 2 

 573 26 37 23 1 1 28    5 3 2 

            

Cu/Mo2Cb 473 4 44 34 1 1 16 1 1 2 

(48%wtCu) 

Cu) 

523 13 40 21 1 2 28 4 2 2 

 573 19 38 17 0 1 32 6 4 2 

 

 

 

a Pressure = 2 MPa; flow rate = 30 ml/min; reaction mixture of  Ar/CO2/H2 = 10 % / 15 % 
/ 75%. 
b Cu3(MoO4)2(OH)2 was used as a precursor in the carburization process (from ref. 23). 
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Table 2: Adsorption energy (eV) of different intermediates on the two possible 

terminations of β-Mo2C and Cu4/β-Mo2C.  

 CO2 CO HCOOH CH4 CH3OH 

β-Mo -1.38 -2.25 NF -0.1 -0.77 

Cu/β-Mo -0.14 -1.14 -0.45 NF -0.69 

β-C -0.61 -1.93 NF -0.05 NF 

Cu/β-C -0.06 -1.22 -0.53 NF -0.70 

NF = Species not formed 
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Figure 1: Uptake of O and CO after several doses of CO2 at 300 K to a β-Mo2C(001) 

surface pre-covered with 0.4 ML of copper. 
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Figure 2: Variation of the O 1s signal for adsorbed CO after several doses of CO2 to pure  

β-Mo2C(001) and surfaces pre-covered with 0.4 or 0.8 ML of copper. T= 300 K. 
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Figure 3: Arrhenius plots for the production of CO, methane and methanol on bare β-

Mo2C(001), left-side panel, and a surface pre-covered with 0.4 ML of copper, right-side 

panel. In a batch reactor, the catalysts were exposed to 0.049 MPa (0.5 atm) of CO2 and 

0.441 MPa (4.5 atm) of H2 at temperatures of 600, 575, 550, 525 and 500 K. 
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Figure 4: Rate for the production of methanol on Cu/Mo2C(001) surfaces as a function of 

copper coverage. In a batch reactor, the catalysts were exposed to 0.049 MPa (0.5 atm) of 

CO2 and 0.441 MPa (4.5 atm) of H2 at a temperature of 550 K. 
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Figure 5: Rate for the production of methane on Cu/Mo2C(001) surfaces as a function of 

copper coverage. In a batch reactor, the catalysts were exposed to 0.049 MPa (0.5 atm) of 

CO2 and 0.441 MPa (4.5 atm) of H2 at a temperature of 550 K. 
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Figure 6: Rates for the production of methanol on Cu(111),20 Cu/ZnO(000ī),20 

ZnO/Cu(111),21 bare β-Mo2C(001) and Cu/Mo2C(001). In a batch reactor, the catalysts 

were exposed to 0.049 MPa (0.5 atm) of CO2 and 0.441 MPa (4.5 atm) of H2 at a 

temperature of 550 K. 
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Figure 7:  Selectivity for the generation of methanol and methane from CO2 

hydrogenation on β-Mo2C and on a series of catalysts with different loadings of copper. 

Total pressure= 2 MPa; flow rate = 30 ml/min; reaction mixture of Ar/CO2/H2 = 10% / 

15% / 75%. 
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Figure 8: Scheme of the reaction network for the heterogeneously catalyzed CO2 

hydrogenation. Possible reaction intermediates are highlighted using color codes to 

differentiate the hydrocarbons –orange–, aldehydes –blue–, alcohols –yellow–, acids –

green–, and carbonates –brown–. 
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Figure 9: Calculated energy profile for CO2 hydrogenation on the clean β-Mo2C(001)-Mo 

surface. The energy barrier lines follow the reaction paths listed on Figure 8. Purple, green, 

red and white balls denote Mo, C, O and H atoms respectively.  
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Figure 10: Energy profile of CO2 dissociation (left) and hydrogenation (right) on clean β-

Mo2C(001)-C surface. The energy barrier lines are in agreement with reaction paths listed 

on Figure 8. Color code as in Figure 9. 
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Figure 11:  Energy profile for CO2 dissociation on the clean Mo- and C-terminated 

surfaces of β-Mo2(001) and on various Cun/β-Mo2C(001) (n=4,7,10) surfaces models. 
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Figure 12:  Energy profile of methanol (a) and CO (b) production as predicted from a 

Cu4/β-Mo surface model. Color code as in Figure 9, including the brown balls, which 

denote Cu atoms.  
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